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Perspective
Attempts to feed patients unable to eat by mouth through alternate routes are documented as early as 3500 BCE but with
poor outcomes. However, successful enteral nutrition began in the
1940’s with blender zed food made in hospital kitchens delivered
through large bore nasogastric tubes. In the decades that followed,
advances in enteral nutrition included smaller bore tubes delivering commercial formula (CF) via feeding pumps directly into the
stomach or jejunum. Blenderized tube feeding (BTF) was displaced
by CF in the 1960s and 70s because the latter was sterile, provided
standard nutrient composition, less likely to clog small diameter
tubes and covered by most medical plans [1,2]. Ironically, in the
last two decades, health care providers (HCPs) report increasing
patient interest and use of BTF to the point that formula companies
are now responding by producing their own lines of whole food enteral formulas [3-11]. Despite the fact that BTF has a heavier caregiver burden, is not encouraged by HCPs and costs not routinely
covered by medical plans, adherents have bought the message that
highly processed food - including formula - is not an optimal feeding substrate. Conversely, HCPs trained during the years of almost
exclusive CF use have expressed concerns about potential bacterial
contamination, increased tube clogging, and lack of standardized
nutrient profile of BTF.9,10 However, potential benefits of BTF reported by patients and their caregivers cannot be dismissed as supporting evidence continues to emerge [12].

Patient and caregiver perspective

In the era of patient-centered care and evidence-based practice, the psychosocial and safety/efficacy aspects of BTF compared
to CF require a review of the published literature when considering
BTF either as a supplement or substitute for CF. Frequently cited

reasons for interest and use of BTF include the desire to provide a
more physiologic feeding substrate, address tube feeding intoler
ance to CF, or as a bridge to oral intake [6-11]. Patients and caregivers are favorable to BTF because it makes tube feeding less like
a medical procedure and more akin to the positive experience of
participating in family meals [5,6,9] In addition to psycho-social
benefits, BTF may be superior to CF in addressing tube feeding intolerance (e.g. reduction of gagging, retching, vomiting, diarrhea,
constipation), and promoting optimal growth and weight goals
[11,13-15]. Convinced of BTF safety and efficacy, users persist in
this method of feeding even with little support from the medical
community. In the survey of parents of tube fed children, Johnson
et al found that half of BTF users relied on sources other than HCPs
for tube feeding information including support groups and the Internet [6].

Health care provider perspective

Despite wanting to support the preferences of patients and
caregivers regarding the use of BTF, some providers have no knowledge of it. In the 2015 survey of pediatric practice RDs, 28% of
respondents indicated they needed more information on how to
guide patients interested in BTF [9]. In a similar study in the United
Kingdom, dietitians expressed concerns that BTF might not provide
adequate nutrition, would be more likely to clog tubes, and might
cause infection due to higher bacterial loads- but these were rarely observed in their clinical practices [10]. Most published studies
reporting high bacterial loads of BTF were conducted in countries
with very different hospital and home food preparation conditions
encountered in the United States [16]. Furthermore, none of these
studies correlated high bacterial loads of BTF to infections in pa-
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tients. Researchers believe high bacterial loads of enteral feeding
are related more to food handling techniques than to the feeding
substrate [17,18]. A 2018 hospital-based study in the US found BTF
bacterial loads did not exceed acceptable colony forming units required of CF- even when time/temperature violations were deliberately employed during mock tube feedings [19].

Another concern of HCPs is lack of known nutrient composition
of BTF compared to CF. However, this concern may be overstated
given that the other family members of home enteral patients do
very well on the same home-cooked meals. Furthermore, the monotony of highly processed commercial formula does not provide
benefit to the gut microbiome. Research shows that diet diversity
promotes a better microbiome profile and overall better health [2023]. When Gallagher et al successfully transitioned children from
CF to BTF he correlated increased intestinal microbiome diversity with decreased adverse gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms and reduced need for medications for GI problems [24].
Hron et al. [25] also proposed the association between diet diversity and optimal gut microbiome diversity as a mechanism for
improved outcomes in their study comparing BTF fed children to
CF fed children [25]. In this prospective cohort study of 70 enterally-fed children followed for 10 months, BTF users (60%) had significantly fewer hospitalizations and emergency department visits,
higher satisfaction survey and quality of life scores, and reduced
gastrointestinal symptom index scores compared to CF-fed children
[25]. The researchers believe BTF was a superior feeding substrate
compared to CF owing to a better macronutrient profile, increased
viscosity, and diet diversity of a real food blend [25]. These studies
challenge long-held conventional ideas by HCPs about the safety of
BTF.

The decision to incorporate BTF into a patient’s plan of care requires a team approach by nurses, dietitians, social workers, therapists and primary care providers. Patients and caregivers who do
not feel supported by the medical community may decide to go it
alone and incur risks of any tube fed patient. Only 50% of parents
currently utilizing BTF are assisted by HCPs [26]. Enteral feeding
oversight is especially critical in children who have less nutrient reserves and extra nutrient demands to meet growth goals. All HCPs
need to screen patients interested in or using BTF and provide referral to registered dietitians for feeding oversight and follow up.
Facility policies prohibiting BTF use need to be challenged, revised
and include alternative products to CF provided.

Research Perspective

Evidence from research studies is limited but supportive of the
safety and efficacy of BTF use. Concerns that BTF cannot assure a
product of known nutrient composition are not warranted due to
availability of BTF resources [27-30]. Furthermore, the lack of uni-

formity afforded by feeding real food makes BTF superior to the
monotony of CF as demonstrated in the studies by [15,24,25].

Previously stated in this paper, concerns of bacterial contamination may be overstated. Recent studies conducted in food preparation conditions expected of US homes and hospitals challenges
the results of studies published in other countries showing high
bacterial contamination of BTF [16,19]. An in-vitro study of BTF
preparation conducted in food preparation conditions expected of
the home setting in the US found microbial loads were considerably lower than in studies published outside the US with 88% of the
samples meeting requirements for CF and only one sample exceeding international standards [16]. Although preparation of a sterile
blended food product in a home or hospital environment is not
possible, these studies demonstrate bacterial contamination risk is
significantly reduced when expected food preparation procedures
of US home and hospital environments are followed [16,31].

Furthermore, the concern that BTF is more likely to block tubes
is not warranted when certain foods are avoided,28 high velocity
blenders are used and sufficient blending times are employed. In
the hospital study by [19] only one instance of a clogged tube occurred using a baby food based formula (not put through a blender), and it was easily remedied by manipulating the tube [19]. Finally, potential feeding problems of BTF are not different from CF-fed
populations. Bloating, diarrhea, constipation, volume tolerance,
drug/nutrient interactions, clogging, and assuring appropriate and
adequate substrate are potential issues inherent with any enteral
feeding and can be managed by registered dietitians in collaboration with all members of the nutrition support team. Based on current evidence, many of these problems may actually be ameliorated
by BTF [13,15,25].

Practice perspective

In at least six published surveys on BTF use by patients, caregivers or HCPs, up to one half of those surveyed indicated they used
or recommended BTF and all reported favorable outcomes [4-6,911]. As the home enterally-fed population continues to increase
[32,33] the patient-driven phenomenon for demand of whole food
tube feeding is bringing changes to healthcare facility policies and
industry products [34-36]. More traditional formula companies are
introducing whole food blend products alongside their older milk
and soy-based formulas. Recommendations for BTF are included in
published guidelines for nutrition support [37] and should be included in future standards of care for home enteral nutrition [38].
All HCPs- including physician’s assistants should be prepared to
screen enterally-fed populations for interest or use of BTF and provide referral and oversight for this feeding substrate as a part of the
nutrition support team. Not all tube fed patients are candidates for
BTF [28] but contraindications are waning as product development
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and safety/efficacy studies continue to show benefit across medically complex patient populations. Given the potential benefits of
BTF, HCPs might consider BTF as the first option for feeding instead
of standard commercial formulas.
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